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ABSTRACT
Background: Although patients admitted to hospital for
community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) experience sub-
stantial short-term mortality following hospital discharge,
few studies have focused on identifying factors that
predict mortality after admission to hospital in this
population. The objective of this study was to develop and
validate a prognostic index for 90-day mortality after
hospital discharge among patients with CAP.
Methods: The prognostic index was derived in 1117
adult patients discharged between 2003 and 2007 from a
general hospital following admission for CAP. It was
validated in 646 consecutive patients with CAP dis-
charged from three other hospitals between 1 November
2005 and 31 July 2006. Risk factors evaluated included
host-related factors, severity upon admission, in-hospital
management and bacteriology.
Results: In the derivation cohort, three factors were
independently associated with 90-day mortality: pre-
illness functional status, Charlson index (composite
measure of co-morbid illnesses) and severity on admis-
sion. Mortality at 90 days was 0.7% in the low-risk group,
3.5% in the intermediate-risk group and 17.2% in the high-
risk group. In the validation cohort, 90-day mortality in the
three groups was 0.6%, 3.9% and 19.6%, respectively.
Compared with the low-risk group, the odds ratio for
mortality was 43.5 for the high-risk group. The risk
categories showed an area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve of 0.79 in the derivation cohort and
0.82 in the validation cohort.
Conclusions: The prognostic index accurately stratifies
patients admitted to hospital for CAP into low-,
intermediate- and high-risk groups for 90-day mortality on
discharge. The use of this index could help clinicians
improve outcomes in this vulnerable population by
targeting specific interventions to each group.

With more than 5 million cases occurring annually
in the USA alone, community-acquired pneumonia
(CAP) is a leading cause of hospital admissions as
well as morbidity and mortality. Numerous inves-
tigations have yielded important information
about factors that influence the evolution and
treatment of CAP during hospitalisation.1–5 The
period after discharge from hospital, though a
promising step in the resolution of CAP, should
not be considered an all-clear signal. On the
contrary, patients who survive admission to
hospital for CAP are prone to readmission and are
at high risk of dying.6–9 The 1-year mortality is
considerably higher than that of the general
population or a control population admitted to

hospital for reasons other than CAP.8 To date, only
a few trials have examined risk factors for short-
term mortality focusing on the post-discharge
period for a CAP-related hospital admission.6 7

A study conducted in North America identified
clinical factors that were useful in deciding
whether a patient with CAP was sufficiently stable
to be discharged from hospital.6 The presence of
two or more features of clinical instability pre-
dicted a significant chance of readmission or
mortality. This assessment is now recommended
as part of discharge planning.10 However, a
patient’s trajectory after discharge is influenced
by numerous other factors including host factors,
bacteriological factors, the severity of CAP on
admission, the evolution of the disease during
hospitalisation and the treatment received.11

The aim of this study was to design and validate
an accurate easy-to-use index, the CAP-90, capable
of classifying adults with CAP as low, intermediate
or high risk for 90-day mortality after hospital
discharge.

METHODS

Selection criteria
CAP was defined as a pulmonary infiltrate on the
chest radiograph not known to be old and
symptoms consistent with pneumonia including
cough, dyspnoea, fever and/or pleuritic chest pain
not acquired in a hospital or a nursing home.
Patients with pneumonia were excluded if they
were known to be positive for HIV, chronically
immunosuppressed (defined as immunosuppres-
sion for solid organ transplantation, post-splen-
ectomy, receiving >10 mg/day prednisone or
equivalent for more than 30 days, treatment with
other immunosuppressive agents or neutropenia
(,1.06109/l neutrophils)) or who had been hospi-
talised for the previous 14 days. The study sample
was restricted to patients who survived the index
hospitalisation.

Derivation and validation cohort
The prognostic index was derived in a cohort
from Galdakao Hospital, a 400-bed general teach-
ing hospital in the Basque Country (northern
Spain) serving a population of 300 000 inhabi-
tants. A total of 1189 consecutive patients aged
>18 years admitted to Galdakao Hospital for
CAP between 15 July 2003 and 30 June 2007
were prospectively enrolled in an observational
cohort study. Of these, 1117 survived the index
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hospitalisation and satisfied all the criteria for inclusion in the
study. An external validation cohort was formed with 671
consecutive adult patients hospitalised for CAP between 1
November 2005 and 31 July 2006 in three nearby large
teaching hospitals (Cruces Hospital in Vizcaya, Clinic
Hospital in Barcelona and La Fe Hospital in Valencia). Of
these, 646 survived the index hospitalisation and satisfied all
the criteria for inclusion in the analysis.

Predictors of mortality
Variables that may predict short-term mortality among patients
discharged following admission to hospital for CAP were
selected and defined after an exhaustive literature review. To
promote clinical utility, we arranged these into host-related
factors (functional status measured by Katz index,12 age, gender,
co-morbid illness measured by Charlson index13), severity of
illness upon admission (CURB (Confusion, Urea nitrogen,

Table 1 Characteristics of patients admitted to hospital with community-acquired pneumonia who survived
to hospital discharge in the derivation and validation cohorts

Characteristics
Derivation cohort
(n = 1117)

Validation cohort
(n = 646) p Value

Host-related

Mean (SD) baseline functional status* 22.9 (11.0) 19.8 (9) ,0.001

Baseline functional status* ,0.001

15 440 (42.5) 391 (63.1)

16–30 372 (35.9) 160 (25.8)

.30 224 (21.6) 69 (11.1)

Mean (SD) age (years) 69.4 (16.6) 66.9 (16.8) 0.003

Age .75 years 488 (43.7) 244 (37.8) 0.02

Women 388 (34.7) 222 (34.4) 0.88

Charlson index 0.008

0 389 (34.9) 237 (36.8)

1 367 (32.9) 178 (27.6)

2 214 (19.2) 113 (17.6)

>3 144 (12.9) 116 (18)

Severity of illness on admission

PSI risk class{ 0.07

I–III 574 (51.4) 359 (55.8)

IV–V 543 (48.6) 284 (44.2)

CURB score{ 0.11

0 403 (36.1) 214 (33.1)

1 460 (41.2) 257 (39.8)

.1 254 (22.7) 175 (27.1)

Bilateral or multilobar radiographic involvement 264 (23.6) 144 (22.4) 0.54

Process of care

Appropriate antibiotic 1040 (93.2) 527 (86.5) ,0.001

Antibiotics within 8 h of arrival from ED 955 (87.7) 538 (86.1) 0.34

Antibiotics prior to admission 247 (22.1) 151 (23.7) 0.43

Mechanical ventilation 16 (1.4) 15 (2.3) 0.16

Length of stay (days)

Mean (SD) 4.2 (3.8) 9.1 (8.1) ,0.001

.3 510 (45.7) 591 (91.6) ,0.001

In-hospital evolution

Treatment failure 116 (10.4) 56 (8.7) 0.25

Septic shock 35 (3.1) 24 (3.7) 0.51

Number of instability criteria on discharge ,0.001

0 684 (63.2) 615 (95.9)

>1 399 (36.8) 26 (4.1)

Causal microorganism ,0.001

Streptococcus pneumoniae 250 (22.4) 124 (19.2)

Atypical bacterial pathogens 114 (10.2) 14 (2.2)

Mixed infections 100 (9.0) 9 (1.4)

Legionella pneumophila 38 (3.4) 22 (3.4)

Atypical virus pathogens 13 (1.2) 3 (0.5)

Others 37 (3.3) 40 (6.2)

Unknown 565 (50.9) 434 (67.2)

Data are presented as numbers (percentage) unless otherwise stated. Percentages exclude patients with missing data. Treatment
failure and instability criteria on discharge are defined in the text.
*Baseline functional status was measured by Katz index (n = 1036 in derivation cohort and 620 in validation cohort); functional
status range 15–52 (excellent functional status, 15).
{Severity of illness on admission assessed with PSI (Pneumonia Severity Index).
{Severity of illness on admission assessed with CURB score (Confusion, Urea nitrogen, Respiratory rate, Blood pressure).
Additional details are provided in the online data supplement (tables E2, E3 and E4).
ED, emergency department; PSI, Pneumonia Severity Index; SD, standard deviation.
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Respiratory rate, Blood pressure) score,14 bilateral or multilobar
radiographic involvement), factors related to in-hospital evolu-
tion (treatment failure, septic shock), stability upon hospital
discharge, treatment-related factors (appropriate antibiotic
according to local practice guidelines that are similar to ATS
guidelines,15 administration of antibiotics within 8 h of admis-
sion, antibiotics taken prior to admission and use of mechanical
ventilation), length of stay and bacteriology-related factors.

Additional details are provided in the online data supplement.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was all-cause mortality within 90 days of
the index hospital discharge date. Vital status was initially

determined by telephone interview 90 days after discharge.
Reported deaths and dates of deaths were confirmed by review
of medical records, public death registries, or both. Mortality
data were available for the entire cohort within 90 days, except
for two cases in the validation sample for whom the exact dates
of death were unknown.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics included frequency tables and mean and
standard deviation. x2 and Fisher exact tests were performed for
categorical variables, and the Student t test and non-parametric
Wilcoxon tests were performed for continuous variables.
Mortality within 90 days of hospital discharge was also
compared between patients in the derivation and validation
cohorts by means of a logistic regression model.

Univariate logistic regression models were first used to
identify risk factors associated with 90-day mortality; we
determined the odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval
(95% CI). Multivariate logistic regression models were then
performed to identify the statistical significance and weight of
each risk factor. The dependent variable was mortality within
90 days of discharge; the independent variables were factors
identified as having p,0.15 in the univariate analysis. Two
multivariate models were considered: one included baseline
functional status, as measured by the Katz index; the other did
not. The predictive accuracy of the prognostic models was
determined by calculating the area under the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve (discrimination)16 and by comparing
predicted and observed mortality by means of the Hosmer and
Lemeshow test (calibration).17 Area under the curve (AUC)
values were compared using the non-parametric method
described by Hanley and NcNeil.18 Points were assigned to each
predictive variable from the b parameter obtained in the 90-day
mortality multivariate model. To create the CAP-90 index, we
added the points assigned to each of the selected variables, with
a higher score corresponding to a higher likelihood of 90-day
mortality. Once the index was developed, we created three
categories (low, intermediate and high risk) in relation to the
predicted mortality.

After developing the CAP-90 index, we attempted to validate
it in a separate cohort. First, the predictive accuracy of the
point-based CAP-90 index was determined by calculating the
AUC values in each cohort. Second, logistic regression models
were performed in each cohort, considering the low-risk group
as the reference category. Finally, Kaplan–Meier curves were
constructed for each of the three risk groups and comparisons
were performed by the log-rank test. For the comparison of
survival curves between derivation and validation cohorts, a
Cox proportional hazard regression model was created, con-
sidering the risk group, the cohort and the interaction between
risk group and cohort as independent variables.

All effects were considered significant at p,0.05. All
statistical analyses were performed using SAS for Windows
statistical software Version 8.0 (SAS Institute, Carey, North
Carolina, USA) and S-Plus 2000 (MathSoft, Seattle, USA, 1999).

RESULTS
Patients in the derivation and validation cohorts differed
significantly in several key characteristics (table 1). In the
derivation cohort, 36.8% of patients were discharged with one
or more instability criteria compared with 4.1% in the
validation cohort. However, the rate of 90-day mortality after
discharge was 4.9% (55/1117) in the derivation cohort and 3.3%

Table 2 Factors significantly associated in univariate analyses with
mortality within 90 days of hospital discharge in the derivation cohort
(n = 1117)

Factors OR (95% CI) p Value

Host-related

Baseline functional status (continuous)* 1.09 (1.07 to 1.11) ,0.001

Baseline functional status*

16–30 vs 15 4.86 (1.36 to 17.34) 0.02

.30 vs 15 22.53 (6.79 to 74.70) ,0.001

Age (years) 1.06 (1.04 to 1.09) ,0.001

Age .75 years 3.33 (1.84 to 6.03) ,0.001

Male vs female 1.96 (1.02 to 3.77) 0.04

Charlson index

1 vs 0 3.05 (1.09 to 8.54) 0.03

2 vs 0 6.21 (2.24 to 17.19) ,0.001

>3 vs 0 12.39 (4.55 to 33.69) ,0.001

Severity of illness on admission

CURB score{
1 vs 0 1.97 (0.92 to 4.22) 0.08

.1 vs 0 3.91 (1.83 to 8.37) ,0.001

Bilateral or multilobar radiographic
involvement

1.61 (0.90 to 2.89) 0.11

Process of care

Appropriate antibiotic 0.93 (0.33 to 2.64) 0.89

Antibiotics within 8 h 0.82 (0.38 to 1.77) 0.60

Antibiotics prior to admission 1.22 (0.65 to 2.27) 0.54

Mechanical ventilation{ – –

Length of stay (days)

Length of stay (days) 1.05 (1.00 to 1.10) 0.06

.3 vs (3 1.70 (0.98 to 2.94) 0.06

In-hospital evolution

Treatment failure 2 (0.98 to 4.09) 0.06

Septic shock 0.56 (0.08 to 4.17) 0.57

Number of instability criteria on discharge

>1 vs 0 1.70 (0.99 to 2.93) 0.06

Causal microorganism1

Streptococcus pneumoniae Reference

Atypical bacterial or virus pathogens 0.48 (0.13 to 1.73) 0.26

Mixed infections 0.20 (0.03 to 1.56) 0.13

Others 1.75 (0.47 to 6.52) 0.40

Unknown 1.35 (0.69 to 2.64) 0.38

Treatment failure and instability criteria on discharge are defined in text. Each factor
was examined individually.
*Baseline functional status was measured by the Katz index (n = 1036); functional
status range 15–52 (excellent functional status, 15). Baseline functional status was
analysed as continuous and categorical variable separately.
{Severity of illness on admission was assessed with CURB score (Confusion, Urea
nitrogen, Respiratory rate, Blood pressure).
{No deaths within 90 days of discharge were recorded for patients with mechanical
ventilation during hospitalisation.
1In the univariate analyses for causal microorganisms, the Streptococcus pneumoniae
category was considered as the reference group.
OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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(21/646) in the validation cohort, a non-significant difference
that remained non-significant after adjustment. The introduced
interaction terms were not statistically significant. The co-
morbidities of patients in the derivation and validation cohorts
are described in table E1 in the online supplement.

Derivation of prognostic index
In univariate analyses, several host-related factors, severity of
illness on admission and clinical instability at the time of
discharge were associated with the likelihood of 90-day
mortality (table 2).

In multivariate analyses that included the Katz index (model
1), three factors were found to be independently associated with
90-day mortality: the Katz index, Charlson index and the CURB
score at admission to the emergency department (table 3).
When the analyses were repeated without the Katz index
(model 2), the Charlson index and CURB score remained
independently associated with 90-day mortality (see table E5
available online). In addition, age emerged as a significant
predictor. Both logistic models showed excellent discrimination,
with AUC values of 0.81 in model 1 and 0.74 in model 2, but
these were significantly different (p = 0.01). Both models were
also well calibrated, with Hosmer-Lemeshow p values of 0.910
in model 1 and 0.919 in model 2. In model 1, if we performed
the analyses using the CURB-65 or the CRB-65 instead of the
CURB score as a marker for the severity of acute illness, the
results were very similar (see tables E6 and E7 available online).
In model 2, if we used as risk factor the CURB-65 score or CRB-
65 score instead of the CURB score and age, the discrimination

of this new model was similar to model 2 (see table E8 available
online).

Validation of the prognostic index
Based on the results of model 1, patients were divided into three
groups from low to high risk (table 4). In the validation cohort
the mortality risk ranged from 0.6% in those with 0–2 points on
the CAP-90 index to 19.6% in those with .7 points (trend test,
p,0.001), with a 43-fold increase in the odds ratios between the
referent low-risk group and the high-risk group. The risk
categories showed excellent discrimination, with AUC values
of 0.82 in the validation cohort. Kaplan–Meier survival curves of
the three risk groups in the derivation and validation cohorts
had markedly different survival trajectories with persistent
differences in 90-day mortality (fig 1). No significant differences
were observed in the survival curves between the derivation and
validation cohorts in any of the risk groups. Data based on the
result of model 2 are available in the online supplement (table
E9, fig E1).

DISCUSSION
This study confirmed the substantial rates of short-term
mortality among patients hospitalised with CAP following
discharge seen in previous studies.6–8 Equally important, we
identified a simple easy-to-apply prognostic index composed of
three variables—functional status before admission to hospital,
the Charlson index and the severity of CAP at the time of
presentation to the hospital—that can categorise patients in
this population into low, intermediate and high risk for 90-day

Table 3 Risk factors significantly associated in multivariate analyses with mortality within 90 days of
hospital discharge in the derivation cohort (n = 1117)

Risk factors b parameter OR (95% CI) p Value Points

Intercept 25.33

Baseline functional status*

16–30 vs 15 1.26 3.51 (0.96 to 12.79) 0.06 3

.30 vs 15 2.61 13.62 (3.96 to 46.85) ,0.001 6

Charlson index

.1 vs 0+1 0.87 2.38 (1.24 to 4.59) 0.009 2

CURB score{
.1 vs 0+1 0.79 2.20 (1.16 to 4.15) 0.01 2

AUC 0.81

Hosmer–Lemeshow p value{ 0.910

All risk factors were examined jointly.
n = 1033 (45 deaths, 988 survivors). No answers were received to Katz index for 84 cases (10 deaths).
*Baseline functional status was measured by the Katz index (n = 1036); functional status range 15–52 (excellent functional status, 15).
{Severity of illness on admission was assessed with the CURB score (Confusion, Urea nitrogen, Respiratory rate, Blood pressure).
{A significant value for the Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic indicates a significant deviation between predicted and observed
outcomes.
AUC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; b parameter,
estimated b coefficient.

Table 4 Validation of the CAP-90 index: 90-day mortality in the derivation and validation cohorts by index score categories

Risk group (points)

Derivation cohort (n = 1117) Validation cohort (n = 646)

p Value{
No who died/no
at risk (%)* OR (95% CI)

No who died/no
at risk (%)* OR (95% CI)

Low risk (0–2) 3/428 (0.7) 1 2/358 (0.6) 1 0.80

Intermediate risk (3–7) 16/454 (3.5) 5.18 (1.50 to 17.89) 8/205 (3.9) 7.23 (1.52 to 34.36) 0.81

High risk (.7) 26/151 (17.2) 29.47 (8.77 to 98.97) 11/56 (19.6) 43.50 (9.34 to 202.54) 0.66

AUC 0.79 0.82

The low-risk group was considered as the reference group.
*p,0.001 for the Cochran–Armitage test for trend. {x2 or Fisher exact tests for comparison of mortality proportion between the derivation and validation cohorts.
AUC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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mortality. The model we developed shows excellent discrimina-
tion and calibration.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to identify predictors
of short-term mortality following hospital discharge for CAP
and combines them into a single score. In addition to evaluating
information that is nearly always readily available at the time of
admission—such as the severity of CAP, host status and
parameters of clinical stability in the 24 h prior to discharge—
we also examined the evolution of the disease during the index
hospital admission, the pathogen responsible for pneumonia,
process of care variables and the length of stay.

A new finding in our study is that health status before the
acute illness, as measured by the Katz index, is a strong
predictor of short-term mortality in patients with CAP who
survive to hospital discharge. The Katz index is not routinely
used to assess functional status and can be seen as a complicated
tool for use in daily practice. However, the survey takes only a
few minutes and can be used to satisfy the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services requirements for collecting functional
status data.19 As an alternative, the Katz index can be replaced
by variables included in a second model (age, Charlson index
and the CURB score at admission) which retains a high
discriminatory power. These parameters are easily obtained in
daily clinical practice.

The inclusion of functional status may provide the CAP-90
with good discriminatory power. A study conducted among
older patients with CAP found an association between pre-
illness functional status and mortality risk,20 a finding pre-
viously documented only among residents of long-term care
facilities.21 Pneumonia-specific scoring systems such as the
Pneumonia Severity Index (PSI)3 or CURB-65 scale5 have proved
to offer valuable prognostic information for adults with CAP.
However, they do not provide an assessment of patients’
functional status which, among elderly subjects, appears to be a
vital contributor to outcomes such as disability and survival.22 23

Numerous studies have highlighted the importance of co-
morbid disease in determining patient outcomes after a critical
illness,24 25 including CAP.7 8 Our results show that co-morbid
illness measured by the Charlson index is a major independent
predictor of 90-day mortality. Co-morbid illness scales have
proved useful in identifying subgroups of patients who are more
likely to benefit from high-quality care.26 Our findings
emphasise the importance of optimal management of co-
morbidities, given evidence that changes to the organisation
and delivery of care—including improving patients’ self-man-
agement education, instituting programmes using education,

feedback or reminders for healthcare providers, and ensuring
continuity of care—can improve the quality of care and certain
outcomes.27 28

Previous studies have reported an association between CAP
severity on admission and 30-day mortality.3 5 14 Our data show
that this association persists for at least 90 days after discharge.
This raises an interesting question: Why is the extent of illness
and physiological compromise on admission associated with
mortality 90 days after discharge? A recent study showed that
persistent inflammation at hospital discharge after CAP is
associated with higher mortality over the subsequent 3 months.
The authors speculate that the high inflammatory concentra-
tions observed at hospital discharge in more than half of their
patients could be due to an interaction between poor chronic
health and acute illness.29 Among patients admitted with severe
CAP, systemic inflammation may resolve slowly and persist
long after discharge. Indeed, the levels of inflammatory
cytokines induced during an episode of CAP have been
correlated with the severity of pulmonary infection.30

The significant differences observed in the characteristics and
management of patients in the derivation and validation
cohorts are almost certainly related to the implementation of
practice guidelines for CAP in Galdakao Hospital, which
provided the derivation cohort, in 2000.31 The use of these
guidelines may have led to higher admission rates among older
patients and those with poorer functional status upon admis-
sion, as well as shorter lengths of stay.32 The substantially
higher rate of patients with any instability criteria on discharge
in the derivation cohort (36.8%) than in the validation cohort
(4.1%) is associated with the shorter length of stay and the
conservative threshold for temperature used to define instability
(>37.2uC).6 Despite the large difference in clinical instability
between the cohorts, the rate of 90-day mortality after
discharge was similar. Neither length of stay nor the presence
of instability criteria (which were presented differently in the
two cohorts) were statistically significant when studied as
interaction terms in relation to mortality.

Our study has several strengths: detailed clinical prospective
data collection, large sample size, use of a standardised tool for
assessing pre-illness status and validation in an independent
sample whose characteristics differed substantially at baseline
from the derivation cohort.

The study also has some limitations. We did not identify the
actual cause of death in our subjects because many patients died
at home without autopsies. Although these data are potentially
available from death certificates, the deficiencies in this

Figure 1 Kaplan–Meier survival curves for the three risk groups in the derivation (left) and validation (right) cohorts according to the CAP-90
prognostic index. Baseline functional status: 6 points for .30 and 3 points for 16–30 measured by the Katz index; 2 points for Charlson index .1;
2 points for CURB score .1. The log-rank test detected statistically significant differences between all curves (p,0.01) in both cohorts.
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approach are well documented.33 In addition, the validity of
using a clinical review committee to determine cause of death
for patients with CAP has not been previously established.7 We
determined patients’ pre-illness functional status from their
responses to a questionnaire at the time of diagnosis. This could
bias the results in either direction: acutely ill patients could
overestimate the presence of symptoms and functional limita-
tions before the onset of illness or underestimate these
symptoms and limitations. However, previous studies have
demonstrated the validity of retrospective reports for assessing
functional status before admission to hospital in acutely ill
patients.34 35 Finally, one needs to be appropriately cautious in
the interpretation of our study findings because of the relatively
small number of post-discharge deaths.

In summary, we have developed a prognostic index (CAP-90)
that uses information from just three readily available factors to
estimate short-term mortality following discharge for patients
admitted to hospital with CAP. This index could improve the
management of CAP in several ways. By identifying low-,
intermediate- and high-risk patients, it could help clinicians
target specific interventions to each group; for example, a low-
risk patient (index score 0–2) could be safely discharged.
Optimal management of intermediate- and high-risk patients
remains to be determined. Interventions such as immunisations
for influenza and Pneumococcus when indicated, review of signs
or symptoms that suggest a worsening of the underlying
condition, an appropriate outpatient follow-up with a physician
and non-specific measures such as regular physical activity and
better social support may improve post-discharge outcomes.

Physicians treating patients with CAP should be aware that
discharge of patients with risk factors is common and increases
the risk of a poor post-discharge outcome. Although it is
possible that the natural course of some of the disease processes
may not be alterable, earlier recognition of high-risk patients
maximises the potential for interventions to minimise subse-
quent morbidity and mortality.
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